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Speeding up N-body simulations of modified gravity: Vainshtein screening models
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3Max-Planck-Institut für Astrophysik, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 1, 85748 Garching, Germany
We introduce and demonstrate the power of a method to speed up current iterative techniques for N-body
modified gravity simulations. Our method is based on the observation that the accuracy of the final result is not
compromised if the calculation of the fifth force becomes less accurate, but substantially faster, in high-density
regions where it is weak due to screening. We focus on the nDGP model which employs Vainshtein screening,
and test our method by running AMR simulations in which the solutions on the finer levels of the mesh (high
density) are not obtained iteratively, but instead interpolated from coarser levels. We show that the impact this
has on the matter power spectrum is below 1% for k < 5h/Mpc at z = 0, and even smaller at higher redshift.
The impact on halo properties is also small (. 3% for abundance, profiles, mass; and . 0.05% for positions
and velocities). The method can boost the performance of modified gravity simulations by more than a factor of
10, which allows them to be pushed to resolution levels that were previously hard to achieve.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of current (BOSS [1], CFHTLenS
[2, 3], DES [4]) and upcoming (DESI [5], LSST [6], Euclid
[7]) observational missions is to test the gravitational law on
cosmological scales. In some of the most popular alternative
gravity models (see e.g. Refs. [8, 9] for reviews), the depar-
tures from General Relativity (GR) are typically caused by a
scalar field that mediates an additional fifth force felt by the
matter fields. These models must ensure that the amplitude
of the fifth force is sufficiently small in regimes where grav-
ity is very well tested, like in the Solar System [10]. On the
other hand, these models should also leave space for sizeable
fifth forces in regimes where gravity is not well tested yet,
like in cosmology or other astrophysical environments, if they
are to be distinguishable from GR [11–15]. These two con-
ditions are typically reconciled with screening mechanisms
[16], which are dynamical effects that arise from nonlinear
terms in the equations and that naturally suppress the size of
the modifications to gravity in regions where the density is
high relative to the cosmological average, like in the Solar
System 1. The idea of modifying gravity on large scales can
also help to explain the observed accelerated expansion of the
Universe, which provides extra motivation for these studies.
Owing to the screening mechanism, the relative size of the
fifth force to normal gravity becomes dependent on the de-
tailed distribution of matter on small (nonlinear) scales. The
necessity to model the nonlinear clustering of matter accu-
rately means that one has to recourse to N-body simulations.
The current state-of-the-art techniques [17–20] are based on
Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) methods, which make
use of a mesh that covers the simulation volume and whose
∗ Electronic address: barreira@mpa-garching.mpg.de
1 In the literature (and as we do here), it is common to describe screening
mechanisms as being triggered by higher values of the matter density, but
this constitutes an abuse of language. For instance, in the Solar System, the
density between the Sun and the planets is very low, but one still requires
the screening to operate. A more accurate formulation is that the screening
efficiency is higher in regions of high potential, acceleration or curvature.
cells are made finer in regions of high density. This ensures
high enough resolution in high-density regions, whilst limit-
ing computational costs in low-density regions where the res-
olution can be lower. The nonlinear equation of the scalar
field is discretised onto the AMR mesh and solved on every
refinement level using iterative algorithms. The development
of the first parallelizable AMR code of modified gravity was
achieved with the ECOSMOG code [17, 18], which is based
on the publicly-available RAMSES code [21]. Subsequent ef-
forts resulted in the development of the MG-GADGET [19] and
ISIS [20] codes. The results from these three codes (and
another non-AMR code [22, 23]) were recently compared in
Ref. [24], where it was found that the codes agree extremely
well in their predictions for the relative deviation from stan-
dard ΛCDM. For instance, the code differences in the power
spectrum are kept below 1% for k . 5h/Mpc at z = 0.
It is unquestionable that N-body simulations of modified
gravity have played and continue to play a significant role
in our understanding of the types of observational signatures
that can be present on nonlinear scales. However, there is
one unnapealing aspect about current N-body methods for
modified gravity, which is that, although remarkably efficient
given the complexity of the problem, they are still signifi-
cantly more time consuming than ΛCDM simulations. To
get a rough feeling of the slowdown, for simulation boxes
with side L = 250 − 500 Mpc/h and Np = 2563 − 5123
particles, the modified gravity simulations can typically take
5 − 15 times longer than ΛCDM. Moreover, the slowdown
tends to become more significant with increased particle res-
olution. This limitation has made it difficult to run simula-
tions of modified gravity with the resolution and size that is
currently possible with ΛCDM. The existence of such sim-
ulations can be important in the calibration of observational
studies (e.g. via generation of covariance matrices or emula-
tors [25]), or in further theoretical studies such as hydrody-
namical simulations (see Refs. [26–30] for some firsts steps
in this direction) or even galaxy formation simulations in al-
ternative gravity cosmologies.
There has been some effort to obtain fast predictions of
modified gravity on small scales. One of these are predic-
tions based on the semi-analytical spherical collapse and halo
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2model [31–35]. These calculations are very fast and able to
provide a qualitative feeling for the types of effects. However,
they typically require some level of calibration against N-body
simulation results [34, 35], and normally fail to meet the ac-
curacy requirements of current and future surveys. Another
interesting approach is that of Ref. [36], who proposed a nu-
merical method to simulate modified gravity without signifi-
cant numerical overheads relative to ΛCDM. In their method,
instead of solving the nonlinear equation of the scalar field,
the code solves a linearized version weighted by a screening
factor that can be calculated analytically assuming spherical
symmetry (see also Ref. [37] for a similar approach). Since
the scalar field equation becomes linear, it can then be solved
using the same fast methods that are used to solve the linear
Poisson equation in standard gravity. In Ref. [36], the authors
applied this technique to different models and found that the
fast simulations can recover the power spectrum of the full
simulation to within ∼ 3% for k . 1h/Mpc (these figures
vary slightly from model to model). More recently, Ref. [38]
proposed a method in which the output of a standard gravity
simulation is rescaled in order to reproduce the result from
a different cosmology [39], which can be a modified gravity
one. In Ref. [38], is was shown that the method can reproduce
the power spectrum of the Hu-Sawicki f(R) model [40] with
∼ 3% accuracy, up to k ∼ 0.1h/Mpc or k ∼ 1h/Mpc (de-
pending on the level of modelling involved, see Ref. [38] for
the details).
In this paper, we propose another method to speed up cur-
rent N-body simulations of modified gravity, but whose ac-
curacy extends further into the nonlinear regime compared to
previous efforts. Our method is based on the observation that
it may be unnecessary to spend a lot of computational time
solving for the scalar field in highly screened regions, where
the fifth force is very weak. This is in the sense that it is pos-
sible to afford an inaccurate fifth force solution where the fifth
force contribution to the total force is negligible. We consider
simulations of the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati [41] (DGP) grav-
ity model to illustrate the performance of our method, which
we implement by truncating the iterations of the scalar field
on high refinement levels of the AMR mesh, where the fifth
force is weaker due to screening. One of our main results
is that our method can result in an improvement of a factor
of ∼ 10 in the performance of the simulations, with barely
any loss in accuracy, at least down to relatively small scales
k ≈ 5h/Mpc.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we in-
troduce the DGP gravity model and the Vainshtein screening
mechanism [42–45] that operates in it. In Sec. III, we sum-
marise the main features of state-of-the-art iterative methods
for modified gravity simulations and explain how our method
can be used to speed them up. We also discuss how the imple-
mentation of the speed-up method depends on the properties
of the screening mechanism at play. Section IV is devoted to
demonstrating the validity of our method by comparing the re-
sults from the truncated and full simulations. We compare the
simulation results in their predictions for the dependence of
the size fifth force on the AMR refinement level in Sec. IV B;
the matter power spectrum in Sec. IV C and halo counts, con-
centration, spin and profiles in Sec. IV D. In Sec. IV E, com-
pare a number of properties of haloes in the truncated runs to
matched haloes in the full simulations. Finally, we summarize
and conclude in Sec. V.
Unless otherwise specified, we work with units where c =
1, where c is the speed of light.
II. THE DGP GRAVITY MODEL
The braneworld DGP model [41] is amongst the most
thoroughly studied modified gravity models in the nonlinear
regime with N-body simulations [18, 22, 23, 46–51] and it is
perhaps the leading representative of models that employ the
Vainshtein screening mechanism. In this model, standard GR
and the known matter fields are defined on a four-dimensional
brane that is embedded in a five-dimensional bulk spacetime
containing a five-dimensional generalization of GR. The ac-
tion of the model can be written as
S =
∫
brane
d4x
√−g
(
R
16piG
)
+
∫
d5x
√
−g(5)
(
R(5)
16piG(5)
)
+Sm(gµν , ψi), (1)
where g(5) and g are the determinants of the metric of the bulk
(g(5)µν ) and brane (gµν), respectively, and R(5) and R are their
Ricci scalars. The matter fields are denoted by ψi and their
action Sm belongs to the four-dimensional part of the model.
The ratio of the two gravitational strengths, G(5) and G, is a
parameter of the model known as the crossover scale, rc,
rc =
1
2
G(5)
G
. (2)
The expansion rate in this model can be writen as (e.g. [52,
53])
H(a) = H0
√
Ωm0a−3 + Ωrc ±
√
Ωrc, (3)
where a is the cosmological scale factor, H0 =
100h km/s/Mpc is the present-day Hubble expansion rate,
Ωm0 = ρ¯m08piG/(3H
2
0 ) is the present-day fractional mat-
ter density, ρ¯m0 is the present-day background value of the
matter density, ρm, and Ωrc = 1/(4H20r
2
c ) (the subscripts
0 denote present-day values). This model has two branches
of solutions, characterized by the sign of the second term on
the right-hand side in Eq. (3). The so-called self-accelerating
branch (sDGP) which corresponds to the (+) sign, is partic-
ularly appealing as it allows for solutions in which the ac-
celeration of the Universe arises without adding any explicit
dark energy component such as a cosmological constant or
a smooth scalar field. However, this branch is known to be
plaged by ghost problems (unstable degrees of freedom with-
out a well defined minimum energy state) [54–56]. In addition
to these theoretical instabilities, the self-accelerating branch
is in severe tension with CMB and supernovae data [57]. For
these reasons, most of the cosmological studies of DGP grav-
ity have focused on the so-called normal branch, nDGP, which
3is characterized by the (−) sign. This branch requires the ad-
dition of an explicit dark energy component, ρde, on the brane.
This gives rise to a term ρde(a) inside the square root in the
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3), which can be tuned
so that the expansion rate in the nDGP model matches ex-
actly that of ΛCDM [23]. This match is not mandatory, nor
strictly required by observations, but it does help in compar-
ing the simulation results to ΛCDM. This is in the sense that
the changes in the observables are then governed by the ex-
tra force (see below), and not by changes to the background
expansion rate. Naturally, the necessity of a dark energy com-
ponent removes some of the merit of the theory, but yields
a self-consistent model that can (and has) prove very useful
in learning about modified gravity signatures on cosmological
scales. From hereon, we focus on the normal branch.
On scales much smaller than the horizon ( c/H) and the
crossover scale ( rc), the formation of structure in the nDGP
model is governed by the modified Poisson equation,
∇2Ψ = 4piGa2δρm + 1
2
∇2ϕ, (4)
where δρm = ρm − ρ¯m is the matter density perturbation and
ϕ is a scalar degree of freedom associated with the bending
modes of the brane and whose equation of motion is given by
∇2ϕ+ r
2
c
3β(a)a2
[(∇2ϕ)2 − (∇i∇jϕ)2] = 8piG
3β(a)
a2δρm.
(5)
The above equations correspond to a perturbed Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric on the brane
ds2 = (1 + 2Ψ) dt2 − a(t)2 (1− 2Φ) γijdxidxj , (6)
and are obtained by employing the weak-field limit,
Ψ,Φ, ϕ  1 (assuming the same boundary conditions for
the gravitational potentials and the scalar field) and the quasi-
static approximation, which amounts to neglecting time-
derivatives of ϕ over spatial ones. The validity of this approx-
imation has been verified in Refs. [22, 58, 59]. In Eqs. (4) and
(5), β(a) is a function of time given by
β(a) = 1 + 2H(a)rc
(
1 +
H˙(a)
3H(a)2
)
, (7)
where the dot denotes a derivative w.r.t. physical time t. In
DGP gravity, ϕ affects dynamics of massive particles alone,
Ψ = ΨGR + ϕ, without contributing directly to the lensing
potential, Φlen = (Φ + Ψ) /2 = ΦGR.
A. The Vainshtein screening mechanism
To illustrate the Vainshtein screening effect, it is best to as-
sume spherical symmetry. This way, integrating Eq. (5) as
4pi
∫
r2dr, we get
ϕ,r
r
+
2r2c
3β
(ϕ,r
r
)2
=
2
3β
GM(< r)
r3
, (8)
FIG. 1. Fifth force to normal gravity ratio for NFW halo profiles
in the nDGP model at z = 0 and z = 2 and for different values
of M200 and c200, as labelled. The model parameters are the same
as the simulations used in this paper (cf. Sec. IV A). In the upper
panel, this is plotted against r/R200. The lower panel shows only the
z = 0 result and the x-axis is r to highlight the different halo sizes
for different halo masses. The three vertical lines in the lower panel
indicate the grid sizes of different truncation criteria of the scalar
field iterations in the N-body code (cf. Secs. III B and IV A).
where the comma denotes partial differentiation w.r.t. the co-
moving radial coordinate, r, and M(< r) = 4pi
∫ r
0
ξ2ρ(ξ)dξ
is the mass enclosed by radius r. This equation can be solved
analytically to yield
ϕ,r =
4
3β
(
r
rV
)3 [
−1 +
√
1 +
(rV
r
)3] GM(r)
r2
, (9)
in which
rV (r) =
(
16r2cGM(r)
9β2
)1/3
(10)
is a distance scale known as the Vainshtein radius. At a given
radius r, rV (r) sets the scale below which the size of the fifth
force, F5th = ϕ,r /2 starts to become suppressed. For con-
creteness, consider a top-hat with size RTH and mass MTH.
4For r  rV (r) > RTH,
ϕ,r
2
≈ 1
3β
GM(< r)
r2
=
1
3β
FGR. (11)
That is, the fifth force can be a sizeable fraction of the GR
force, FGR. However, for RTH < r  rV (r), we have
F5th
FGR
→ 0, as r
rV
→ 0. (12)
As another example, we show in Fig. 1 the profile of the ratio
F5th/FGR for NFW haloes
ρNFW =
ρs
(r/rs) (1 + r/rs)
2 , (13)
where the parameters ρs and rs relate to the halo mass M200
and halo concentration c200 as
ρs =
200
3
ρcc
3
200
[
ln(1 + c200)− c200
1 + c200
]−1
,
rs = R200/c200. (14)
The radial coordinate in the upper panel of Fig. 1 is scaled by
R200,
R200 =
(
3M200
4pi200ρc(z)
)−3
, (15)
which is the radius above which the mean density of the halo
drops below 200 times the critical matter density, ρc(z) =
3H(z)2/(8piG), at a given redshift. The result is shown for
three combinations of M200 and c200 at z = 0 and z = 2, as
labelled. The figure shows that the suppresional effects of the
screening mechanism start to become important on scales .
10R200. Moreover, the figure also illustrates the known result
that the fifth force to normal gravity ratio is independent of
M200 when plotted as a function of r/R200 2. This is why the
dashed black and solid red curves are overlapping in the upper
panel of Fig. 1. The concentration has a slight impact on the
ratio F5th/FGR. Namely, the higher c200, the higher M(r),
and hence rV , which strengthens the screening mechanism
(this is why the blue curves have a lower amplitude). We shall
refer to this figure when discussing the numerical method that
we propose in this paper.
III. FASTER SIMULATIONS OF MODIFIED GRAVITY
We start this section by outlining the commonly adopted al-
gorithms that are used to perform N-body simulations of mod-
ified gravity. We then explain the main premises and imple-
mentation of our method.
2 This can be checked by noting that Eq. (9) depends on the combination
r3V /r
3, which depends only on r/R200 and c200 (and notM200) for NFW
halos.
A. Iterative methods with multigrid acceleration
In modified gravity simulations, the goal is to determine the
total modified force, −∇Ψ, where the potential Ψ normally
satisfies a modified Poisson equation that can be written as
∇2Ψ = ∇2ΨGR + f(ϕ,∇ϕ,∇2ϕ), (16)
where f is some function of a scalar field and/or its deriva-
tives. For the nDGP model, f = ∇2ϕ/2 (cf. Eq. (4)). The
scalar field is usually governed by a nonlinear Poisson-like
equation, whose form can be cast generically as
L [ϕ] = S (δρm) , (17)
where L is some derivative operator acting on ϕ and S is a
function of the density perturbation, which sources the scalar
field. Equation (17) can be contrasted with the nDGP equa-
tion, Eq. (5). The N-body particles are evolved according to
x¨+ 2Hx˙ = −∇Ψ, (18)
which is as in standard GR simulations, just with a modified
dynamical potential, Ψ.
The challenging and time consuming part of N-body simu-
lations of modified gravity is to solve Eq. (17). The method
employed by ECOSMOG code (and adopted also by other state-
of-the-art codes [24]) consists of discretising the equation on
an AMR mesh and then, at each simulation time step, iterat-
ing over the values of the scalar field on all AMR cells until
a certain convergence criterion is met. Explicitly, one solves
the equation
T lijk ≡ L [ϕ]lijk − Slijk = 0, (19)
where l labels the refinement level of the AMR structure and
{ijk} labels each cell on refinement level l. The iterations can
be performed using the Newton-Raphson method in which the
new value of the scalar field in each iteration is given in terms
of the current one as
ϕnew,lijk = ϕ
l
ijk −
T lijk
∂T lijk/∂ϕlijk
. (20)
In ECOSMOG, the iterations are performed on an AMR level
basis. The code first solves the equation on the domain (un-
refined) grid which has periodic boundary conditions. The
initial guess for the iterations can be set to zero or to the value
obtained at the previous time step. The boundary conditions
on higher refinement levels are fixed and are obtained via in-
terpolation from coarser levels. The initial guess for the it-
erations on the refinements is also obtained via interpolation
from the coarser solutions. As in RAMSES, in ECOSMOG all
the fields (δρ, Φ and ϕ) are evaluated at the center of the
AMR cells. The interested reader can find the discretised
version of the operators Tijk and ∂T lijk/∂ϕlijk for the DGP
model as Eqs. (29) and (32), respectively, in Ref. [18] (see also
Refs. [60, 61] for Galileon model simulations in ECOSMOG,
which also employ Vainshtein screening).
5In such an iteration scheme, it is well known that the error
reduces quickly during the first few iterations, but less so after-
wards. This is due to the fact that the Fourier modes of the so-
lution with wavelength larger than the grid size have poor con-
vergence properties. A way around this problem consists in
making use of a hierarchy of coarser grids in a method known
as multigrid acceleration. In this method, after the first few it-
erations on level l, the equation is interpolated onto a coarser
grid, l − 1, where further iterations take place to suppress the
larger wavelength modes of the error that could not be quickly
suppressed in the finer grid. This coarsification can be done
for several coarse levels, l − 2, l − 3 ... etc. The equation is
then interpolated back onto the finer (original) level, l, and,
if convergence is not yet reached, then further coarsifications
take place. These processes of going up and down in resolu-
tion are called V-cycles. We refer the reader to Sec. 3. 2. of
Ref. [24] for a summary of the multigrid acceleration method
in the context of modified gravity simulations.
The multigrid method plays a crucial role in giving N-body
codes of modified gravity an acceptable performance. How-
ever, the fact that the iterations of Eq. (20) need to be per-
formed for (i) every simulation time step; (ii) all cells on a
given AMR level; and (iii) for every AMR level, still makes
N-body simulations of modified gravity considerably slower
than its GR counter parts. For instance, for the box size
L = 250 Mpc/h and particle number Np = 5123 used in
Ref. [24], the simulations of modified gravity can still be up
to 5− 10 times slower than GR. These figures become worse
with increasing particle resolution, as seen, for example, in
the higher resolution efforts made by Refs. [27, 62]. In the
remainder of this section, we explain how modified gravity
simulations can be sped up significantly by relaxing condition
(iii) above, without compromising the accuracy of the result.
B. The speed-up method: truncation of the iterations in highly
refined/screened regions
The speed-up method that we propose here takes advantage
of the fact that the amplitude of the fifth force in Vainshtein
screening models decreases with increasing refinement level
(where the density is higher) because of the increased effi-
ciency of the screening mechanism. This means that by solv-
ing Eq. (20) on the refinements, the code can spend a large
amount of time to get an accurate result to a quantity that is
only a very small correction to the total force. In the method
that we propose and test in this paper, instead of iteratively
solving for the scalar field on all refinements, we truncate the
iterations above a given refinement level where we take the
solution to be the initial guess that is interpolated from the
coarser levels. One of the main results of this paper is that
these truncations can significanly boost the performance of
the modified gravity N-body code, with little sacrifice in accu-
racy.
Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional sketch of a refined re-
gion that helps to visualize the implementation of our method.
The figure shows only one refinement level for simplicity, but
the reasoning is straighforwardly generalizable to more refine-
FIG. 2. Two-dimensional illustration of a refined region in the AMR
structure. The idea of the speed-up method is that, provided the
screening mechanism is already at play, the fifth force at the cen-
ter of the fine cells (red) does not need to be solved explicitly and
expensively, but rather it can be interpolated from the values of the
fifth force that have already been calculated at the center of the coarse
cells (black). The blue dots display an illustrative particle distribu-
tion. Note that the fifth force solutions in the coarse level capture
also the fact that the matter density is higher in the inner region of
the domain shown.
ment levels. To compute the fifth force, one first iterates the
scalar field values on the coarser level (black) until conver-
gence. The fifth force in the nDGP model, F5th = ∇ϕ/2, is
then given by finite-diferencing the scalar field values evalu-
ated at the center of the coarse cells. It is important to note that
the higher matter density/screening efficiency at the center of
the domain shown is captured also by the coarse level, and that
this translates into a suppresion of the fifth force there. Then,
instead of performing the same iterations on the fine level
(red), we can truncate them and simply interpolate the coarse
values of ϕ onto the center of the fine cells. The fifth force
on the refinement levels is obtained by finite-differencing us-
ing the interpolated values of ϕ. Naturally, this scheme intro-
duces an error in the absolute value of the fifth force computed
at each time step, but the important point is that if the error
is induced on a fifth force that is small, then this should not
propagate into a noticeable error in the total force. To be more
explicit, we can define the effective gravitational strength with
and without truncation, respectively, as
Gtrunc.eff = 1 +
F trunc.5th
FGR
, (21)
Gfulleff = 1 +
F full5th
FGR
, (22)
where F full5th denotes the fifth force obtained if one iterates
the scalar field on the refinements and F trunc.5th denotes the
value obtained by truncating the iterations on the refinement
and taking the interpolated values from the coarse level. We
can define the error εtrunc. induced on the fifth force at each
time step as F trunc.5th = F
full
5th (1 + ε
trunc.), in which case we
6have
Gtrunc.eff = G
full
eff +
F full5th
FGR
εtrunc.
≈ Gfulleff , in high density regions (23)
That is, the error induced by εtrunc. gets suppressed by the
term F full5th /FGR, which is smaller the higher the refinement
level. Moreover, note that the value of εtrunc. is not neces-
sarily large. If the truncation of the iterations occurs only on
levels where the scalar field is already well screened (i.e. ϕ is
smooth), then the interpolation from the coarse levels gives an
acceptable result anyway. In the end, the error induced on the
total force (second term on the right-hand side of the first line
of Eq. (23)) is a product of two small terms, which is why one
can afford performing such truncations.
A consideration that arises in our method concerns the crite-
rion to determine the refinement level above which one should
truncate the scalar field iterations. On the one hand, the cell
size of the first truncated level has to be small enough to cap-
ture the effects of the screening on small scales. On the other
hand, if the refinement level where the truncation starts is too
high (small grid size), then the desired increase in the perfor-
mance of the code gets compromised. The result depicted in
Fig. 1 suggests that a possible criterion could be to truncate
the iterations on refinements whose cell size is smaller than
a given fraction of halo sizes. For instance, for the nDGP
model we consider in this paper, the fifth force is already less
than ∼ 2% of normal gravity for r . R200/2. In Sec. IV, we
shall compare the performance of different truncation criteria.
Before we proceed, it is important to stress that in our
method, the calculation of the normal gravity force as well
as particle positions and velocities make use of the full AMR
structure as determined by the particle distribution and grid re-
finement criterion. The loss in resolution occurs only for the
fifth force, but as we argued above and show below, this still
gives acceptable results. We note also that the implementation
of the multigrid acceleration is as normal for the AMR levels
where the scalar field iterations are not truncated.
C. Vainshtein vs. Chameleon screening models
The speed-up method described above assumes that there
is an exact correlation between highly-screened and highly-
refined regions in the simulation box. This is true for Vain-
shtein models, like nDGP, because the screening efficiency is
directly determined by the local matter density3, which is what
determines the AMR structure. However, the same is not nec-
essarily true for other types of screening mechanism, such as
the Chameleon type [63]. Here, we shall not delve into the
details of Chameleon screening [64, 65], but in short, its suc-
cessful implementation depends on the ratio |ϕin − ϕ∞|/|Ψ|,
3 This is in the sense that, for instance, in Eq. (9), the screening is determined
by the combination r3V /r
3 ∝M(r)/r3, which has units of density.
where ϕin, ϕ∞ are the values of the scalar field inside and
outside a given source, and Ψ is its gravitational potential.
The dependence on ϕ∞ makes the efficiency of the screen-
ing dependent on an interplay between the properties of the
source and its environment. More specifically, the screening
is more efficient in denser environments. Hence, it could be
the case that a highly refined region may be unscreened be-
cause it is located in a very low density environment, e.g., a
small highly-concentrated halo inside a void.
Despite being more involved, it may still be possible to
design speed-up methods for Chameleon models based on a
similar idea. In such methods, the criterion for the truncation
would have to be position dependent, i.e., at a given AMR
level, the iterations are truncated on some cells, but not on
others. A possible first step in such a direction could involve
designing a method that iterates the scalar field at a given cell
on level l+1 (one of the red cells in Fig. 2) if the fifth force on
its parent cell (the cell at level l that was refined) is still large.
Conversely, if the fifth force on the parent cell at level l is al-
ready small, then the iterations on its son cells at level l + 1
(those that arise after the refinement) can be truncated. The
numerical convergence properties of iterations that are done
only on some cells at a given refinement level would have to
be investigated carefully. We leave the generalization to other
models for future work. In the remainder of this paper, we
focus on examining the accuracy of the method for Vainshtein
screening models. This said, the conclusions of this paper
should hold also for simulations of other Vainshtein screen-
ing theories such as the Cubic [60] and Quartic [61] Galileon
models.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we measure the impact of different choices
of the refinement level above which to truncate the iterations
of Eq. (20). We start by summarizing the specifications of
our simulations and illustrate how the fifth-force-to-normal-
gravity ratio depends on the refinement level. Then, we com-
pare the results from different truncation criteria for the matter
power spectrum and a number of halo properties.
A. Summary of the simulations
Our simulations were performed with a version of the
ECOSMOG code [17, 18] that has been suitably modified
to take into account the speed-up method described above.
We use a simulation box with side L = 250 Mpc/h with
Np = 512
3 dark matter tracer particles. In ECOSMOG (as in
RAMSES), the domain level of the AMR structure is charac-
terized by 2ld = N1/3p → ld = 9 and its cell size is L/2ld ≈
0.48 Mpc/h. This is the same box size used in the modified
gravity code comparison project of Ref. [24]. In our simula-
tions, the AMR cells are refined whenever the effective num-
ber of particles contained in its spatial volume exceedsNref =
4 (in Ref. [24], the grid resolution was lower, Nref = 8). We
interpolate the density and forces back-and-forth between the
7TABLE I. Summary of the simulations used in this paper. The CPU
hour values of the nDGP models are measured w.r.t. the time taken
by the ΛCDM simulation. All models were simulated using the same
number of computer cores. The values of hc denote the grid size of
the refinement level (in Mpc/h), ltrunc, above which the iterations
of the scalar field are truncated and ld is the domain level defined as
N
1/3
p = 2
ld . If ltrunc = ld + 1, this means that the scalar field is
only iterated on the domain level and interpolated to all refinement
levels. For all simulations, the grid refinement criterion is Nref = 4.
Model Truncation CPU hours
L = 250 Mpc/h, Np = 512
3, ld = 9
ΛCDM −−− 6643
nDGP Full (no truncation) 13.5× ΛCDM
nDGP hc ≤ 0.03 (ltrunc = ld + 4) 9× ΛCDM
nDGP hc ≤ 0.12 (ltrunc = ld + 2) 3× ΛCDM
nDGP hc ≤ 0.24 (ltrunc = ld + 1) 1.5× ΛCDM
particles and the AMR cells using a cloud-in-cell (CIC) inter-
polation scheme. The cosmological parameters adopted are
the same as one of the nDGP runs performed for the code
comparison project of Ref. [24]: rcH0 = 1, Ωm0 = 0.269,
ΩΛ,0 = 1 − Ωm0, h = 0.704, ns = 0.966, σ8 = 0.8, where
ΩΛ,0 is the present-day fractional energy density of the cos-
mological constant (cf. Sec. II), ns is the spectral index of the
primordial scalar fluctuations power spectrum and σ8 is the
variance of the density field on scales of 8 Mpc/h. This yields
a particle mass of Mp = ρ¯m0L3/Np ≈ 8.8 × 109 M/h in
our simulations.
In the implementation of our speed-up method, we consider
three truncation criteria. We perform simulations of the nDGP
model in which the iterations are truncated on levels l ≥ 10,
l ≥ 11 and l ≥ 13. For these three cases, the cell sizes at
the first truncated level are L/210 ≈ 0.24 Mpc/h, L/211 ≈
0.12 Mpc/h and L/213 ≈ 0.03 Mpc/h, respectively. In this
paper, we label each of these truncated runs by these cell sizes.
The vertical lines in the lower panel of Fig. 1 indicate these
values, which lie inside the radial scales where the screening
starts to operate for the halo masses shown. Note that the
truncated run at hc = 0.24 Mpc/h corresponds to iterating
the scalar field only on the domain level, which is the most
aggressive truncation one can do. For comparison, we have
also run a full nDGP simulation, in which the scalar field is
iteratively solved on every refinement level, and a standard
ΛCDM simulation. All simulations start from the same set of
initial conditions at z = 49.
Table I summarizes the simulations that we use in this pa-
per. The CPU hours column displays the increase in the
performance of the truncated nDGP runs, measured in units
of the time taken by the ΛCDM run. The truncated run
hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] is one order of magnitude faster than
the full nDGP simulation, and only 50% slower than ΛCDM.
This is one of the main results of this paper. In the next section,
we analyse the simulation results to show that the increase in
performance does not come at the price of a noticeable loss in
accuracy.
FIG. 3. Fifth-force-to-normal-gravity ratio at particle positions as a
function of the cell size of the finest refinement level the particles
are in, for four epochs (z = 2, 1, 0.5, 0) and for the four nDGP sim-
ulations, as labelled. In each panel, from left to right, the points
correspond to the AMR levels l = 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, with the
last being the domain level. The points show the mean value of all
the particles taken from a slice of ∆zcoord = 1 Mpc/h and the er-
rorbars show the standard deviation around the mean. The horizontal
dashed lines indicate the linear theory (unscreened) result.
B. Fifth force as a function of the refinement level
Figure 3 shows Geff = 1 + F5th/FGR evaluated at particle
positions in a slice ∆zcoord = 1 Mpc/h of the box, plot-
ted as a function of the finest AMR level the particles are in.
The x-axis shows the grid size of the AMR levels. The fig-
ure shows no trend that the truncation is modifying the mean
relation between Geff and the AMR levels4: all simulations
show the expected result that the fifth force becomes weaker
in higher refinements, where the density is higher. This agree-
ment holds for all cosmic epochs shown. Note, in particu-
lar, that the hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] truncation agrees very well
with the full run, even on the highest refinement levels shown
(hc ≤ 0.01 [Mpc/h]). This illustrates that the domain grid
captures the effects of the screening sufficiently well (i.e.,
4 Note that due to the fact that the gravitational force is not exactly the same
in between the different nDGP runs, not all the same particles lie in the
same slice of the simulations nor in exactly the same spatial location. Nev-
ertheless, the figure does show that the mean relation is preserved across
the different truncated runs.
8FIG. 4. Relative difference of the matter power spectrum, Pk, in the
nDGP simulations (different colors, as labelled) to ΛCDM at z = 0.
The vertical dashed line is at k = 5h/Mpc, which is the k-value
below which the N-body codes compared in Ref. [24] agree within
1%.
F5th/FGR is sufficiently small in Eq. (23)) such that there
are no marked differences between the result obtained by (i)
interpolating the fifth force from the domain to refined levels
and (ii) solving the fifth force directly on the refinements. The
main difference is that (i) is considerably less computationally
demanding than (ii) (cf. Table I).
C. Matter power spectrum
Figure 4 shows the change in the nonlinear matter power
spectrum, Pk, in the nDGP simulations w.r.t. ΛCDM. We
have used the publicly available POWMES code [66] to com-
pute the power spectrum. The figure displays the known re-
sult that the amplitude of the power spectrum is boosted on
large scales, k . 0.1h/Mpc, and that this boost is ampli-
fied on mildly nonlinear scales, 0.1h/Mpc . k . 1h/Mpc.
The screening mechanism starts to manifest itself on scales
k & 1h/Mpc, which are typically inside dark matter haloes,
R200 . 1 Mpc/h (cf. Fig. 1). On scales k . 5h/Mpc, all
the nDGP runs agree very well with one another. However,
for k & 5h/Mpc, some differences become apparent between
the different truncation criteria.
To help understand better these differences, we show in the
different panels of Fig. 5 the relative difference of the power
spectrum of each truncated nDGP simulation to the full one.
In each panel, the result is shown for four cosmic epochs
z = 2, 1, 0.5, 0. The power spectrum in the least aggres-
sive truncation case, hc ≤ 0.03 [Mpc/h] (left), agrees to well
within the 1% level with the full nDGP run, at all times and
scales shown. As one would expect, however, the differences
become slightly larger for the criteria hc ≤ 0.12 [Mpc/h]
(middle) and hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] (right). In particular, in
the truncated runs, one can identify a scale kc below which
(k < kc) the power tends to be higher in the truncated runs,
but above which (k > kc) it drops below that of the full sim-
ulation. This effect becomes more pronounced at later times.
The scale kc coincides roughly with the scale of the cell size
at which the truncation occurs, kc ≈ 1/hc. In this paper, we
do not pursue a detailed investigation of the origin of these
small differences in the power spectrum.
For the purpose of our analysis here, the important point
from Figs. 4 and 5 is that, despite some expected differences
induced by the truncation, these are never larger than a few
percent (. 2.5% at z = 0) at all scales shown, and that they
become smaller at z > 0. Moreover, the effects of the trun-
cation are kept below the 1% level for k < 5h/Mpc, which
is the k value above which different modified gravity N-body
codes start to exhibit differences larger than 1% as well (see
Ref. [24]). In other words, on those small distance scales, the
truncation of the iterations of the scalar field adds only an er-
ror that is comparable to the already small differences between
different numerical implementations of modified gravity. One
should add as well that similar %-level changes in the matter
power spectrum are expected from employing different AMR
refinement criteria.
D. Halo counts, concentration, spin and profiles
In this subsection, we measure the impact of the speed-up
method on a number of halo properties, namely their abun-
dance, concentration, spin and profiles. All our halo results
are for catalogues built with the publicly available spheri-
cal overdensity Amiga’s Halo Finder (AHF) code [67, 68].
The only exception are the results for the subhalo mass func-
tion, which were obtained using catalogues built with the
Rockstar code [69].
1. Halo and subhalo cumulative mass function
In the upper left panel of Fig. 6, we show the cumulative
mass function, n(> M) (n is a number density), of the nDGP
simulations, plotted as the relative difference to the ΛCDM
result. The mass functions show good agreement among the
nDGP simulations, with all truncation criteria exhibiting the
expected result that massive (low-mass) haloes are more (less)
abundant in nDGP gravity, relative to ΛCDM. The lower left
panel of Fig. 6 displays the differential subhalo mass func-
tion, dn/dlog10 (Msubh/M) /Mhost, which shows also no
evidence that the truncation of the iterations in the nDGP sim-
ulations is responsible for making the result less accurate,
for all three host halo mass bins shown. Note that there is
also no clear difference between the ΛCDM and the nDGP
prediction for the amount of substructure inside host haloes
with Mhost . 1014.5 M/h. For Mhost & 1014.5 M/h,
the nDGP prediction is slightly but systematically larger than
in ΛCDM for subhalo masses Msub & 5 × 1012 M/h.
This could be a result of the effects of the fifth force on
large scales, which favours the infall of surrounding low mass
haloes into the main more massive one. A more detailed in-
vestigation of these effects is beyond the scope of this paper
9FIG. 5. Relative difference of the matter power spectrum, Pk, in the truncated nDGP simulations to the full one at z = 2, 1, 0.5, 0, as labelled.
The three panels correspond to the hc ≤ 0.03 [Mpc/h] (left), hc ≤ 0.12 [Mpc/h] (middle) and hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] (right) truncations. The
horizontal dashed lines indicate the 1% difference. The vertical dashed line is at k = 5h/Mpc, which is the k-value below which the N-body
codes compared in Ref. [24] agree within 1%.
FIG. 6. The upper left panel shows the relative difference of the cumulative halo mass function, n(> M), of the nDGP simulations to ΛCDM.
The lower left panel shows the differential subhalo mass function, dn/dlog10 (Msubh/M) /Mhost, for three host halo mass bins and for
the nDGP runs and ΛCDM, as labelled. The subhalo mass function results of the middle and higher halo mass bins are multiplied by 10 and
100, respectively, to avoid overlapping curves. The panels on the right show the mean halo concentration (upper right), c200(M) = R200/rs,
and mean halo spin λ (lower right), as a function of halo mass (dots connected with solid lines). The thin lines denote the 25% and 75%
percentiles of the concentration and spin distributions. We only show the mass function result for haloes with mass M200 > 102Mp, where
Mp = ρ¯m0L
3/Np ≈ 8.8× 109 M/h is the particle mass. For the concentration and spin, the lowest halo mass shown is 103Mp. All panels
are for z = 0.
(see e.g. Ref. [62] for a more careful study of the subhalo
mass function in modified gravity, but in the context of the
Hu-Sawicki f(R) model). The important point for our anal-
ysis is that any difference to ΛCDM is captured consistenly
between the different truncated runs.
2. Halo concentration and spin
The right panels of Fig. 6 show the mean halo
concentration-mass (upper right) and mean halo spin-mass
(lower right) relations. Recall that we define the concen-
tration of haloes as c200 = R200/rs, where rs is the best-
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fitting NFW parameter for a given halo (cf. Eqs. (14)). The
definition of the spin parameter we use is that of Ref. [70],
λ = J200/
(√
2M200Vc,200R200
)
, where J200 is the angu-
lar momentum of all halo particles within R200 and V 2c,200 =
GM200/R200 is the halo circular velocity at r = R200.
On average, when compared to ΛCDM, the figure shows
that haloes in the nDGP model tend to be less concentrated
and to spin faster, although the trend may not be very signifi-
cant when compared, for instance, with the bin-to-bin scatter.
When the gravitational strength is boosted, at least two effects
arise that can impact on halo concentrations. On the one hand,
the stronger gravitational strength makes structures form at
earlier times (higher cosmological matter density), and there-
fore makes haloes more concentrated (see e.g. Ref. [71]). On
the other hand, particle velocities are also boosted, which can
make haloes less concentrated as follows. Consider, for the
sake of argument, a collection of particles that are falling ra-
dially towards the center of a potential well to form a halo.
If the particle velocities get boosted (as they do when gravity
is stronger) then the particles should travel a longer distance
away from the center after the first shell-crossing5. Therefore,
at the initial stages of the virialization process, more particles
would lie in the outer parts of the halo, making it less concen-
trated. Hereon, the screening mechanism starts to come into
play, and therefore, the modifications to gravity start to impact
less the evolution of the halo, which would remain less con-
centrated. Our concentration results therefore seem to suggest
that the effect of boosted velocities wins over the effect of an
earlier formation time6. This can also help to explain the trend
for the spin parameter to be larger in the nDGP simulations
compared to ΛCDM: higher values of the angular momen-
tum could be acquired during the formation of the halo due to
the boosted infalling velocities.
A more careful assessement of the mechanisms that deter-
mine halo concentration and spin in modified gravity is be-
yond the scope this paper. For our goals here, what is im-
portant is that the different truncated nDGP simulations (in-
cluding the full one) are consistent in their predictions, which
reinforces the validity of our truncation method as a means of
increasing the performance of modified gravity N-body simu-
lations.
3. Density, velocity and force profiles
The halo radial profiles of the density, 1+δ = ρm/ρ¯m (left)
and velocity dispersion σV (right) are shown in Figure 7 for
z = 0 and for all the nDGP runs and ΛCDM. The density and
velocity profile results from each of the nDGP simulations and
ΛCDM are within the errorbars of one another, in each mass
bin. The second row of panels displays the relative difference
5 We use the term shell-crossing here to denote the stage where the particles
cross the center/minimum of the potential well.
6 In Refs. [72, 73], it is also found that the modifications induced by coupled
quintessence models can also result in lower halo concentrations.
of the truncated runs to the full one and shows that the dif-
ference is never larger than a few % at all radii (for clarity,
the errorbars are not shown, but these would make the relative
difference consistent with zero).
The lower two panels show the relative difference of the
density and velocity dispersion profiles of the nDGP runs to
ΛCDM. As mentioned above, any observed difference is not
very significant given the size of the errorbars constructed
with our halo catalogues. However, if one ignores the er-
rorbars as an exercise, one notes that there is a slight trend
for the halos to be less dense in the inner regions, relative to
ΛCDM. This is consistent with the trend that halo concentra-
tions are slightly lower in nDGP gravity, compared to ΛCDM
(cf. Fig.6). On the other hand, one may also note a very weak
trend for the σV profiles of the larger mass bin to be lower
(higher) in the inner (outer) regions of the halo. We stress,
however, that any of these differences is insignificant given
the size of the errorbars (see e.g. Ref. [62, 74] for studies of
halo velocity profiles, but in other modified gravity models).
E. Halo properties of matched haloes
To complete our assessment of the impact of the truncation
of the scalar field iterations in nDGP simulations, we show in
Fig. 8, a comparison of a number of halo (not subhalo) prop-
erties done for matched haloes between each of the truncated
nDGP runs and the full one. A halo in one truncated simula-
tion is matched onto the halo that shares the largest fraction
of particles in the full run. This one-to-one matching is pos-
sible as all simulations start from the same initial conditions.
The figure shows the distribution of the relative difference of
a given quantity in each pair of matched haloes, plotted as a
function of the mass of the halo in the full nDGP simulation.
For M200, vmax, c200 and λ, the mean value of the rel-
ative difference never exceeds a few percent (. 3%), on
all mass scales shown. In these four panels, the curves for
all three truncated nDGP runs are relatively close to each
other, except for the case of M200, in which the truncation
hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] deviates slightly from the other two at
low mass (. 1013 M/h). We do not find this deviation
worrying because it is small (< 2%) and also because a dif-
ference of only a few particles in small halos can induce a
visible change in mass. For instance, a difference of 20 (2)
particles in a ∼ 1000 (∼ 100) particle halo can cause an error
of 2% in mass7. We expect that these (already) small dif-
ferences may become even smaller with increased mass res-
olution (recall that for our simulations the particle mass is
Mp = 8.8× 109 M/h).
7 Note also that the scatter in the distribution at low mass (measured by the
25% and 75% percentiles shown as the thin solid lines in Fig. 8) is approx-
imately the same for all truncated runs, including the least aggressive one
at hc ≤ 0.03 [Mpc/h]. This hints that the small differences in the prop-
erties of matched haloes could be mostly due to the noise that comes from
"perturbing" slightly the fifth force calculation, and not due to a systematic
error induced by the truncations.
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FIG. 7. Stacked halo radial profiles for the density, 1 + δ = ρm/ρ¯m (left) and velocity dispersion σv (middle), for two halo mass bins, as
labelled. In the upper left panel, the density profiles of the higher mass bin are multiplied by 10 to avoid overlapping curves with the lower
mass bin. The middle panels (from top to bottom) show the relative difference of the truncated nDGP runs to the full one. The lower panels
show the relative difference of the nDGP runs to ΛCDM. The symbols show the mean value for all haloes in the mass bin and the errorbars
show the standard deviation. In the panels with relative differences, we do not plot the errorbars for clarity, but we note that in the upper panels,
all simulation predictions lie within one anothers errorbars for all radial bins shown. All panels are for z = 0.
FIG. 8. Comparison of halo (not subhalo) properties between the truncated nDGP runs and the full one done on a matched halo basis. The
different panels show the comparisons for halo mass, M200, maximum circular velocity, vmax, concentration c200, spin λ, halo position, |~r|
and halo peculiar velocity, |~vpec|, as labelled. For each halo property, the result is the distribution of the relative difference of a given quantity
of each pair of matched haloes, plotted as a function of the halo mass in the full nDGP simulation. The dots, linked with the thick solid
lines, show the mean value at a given halo mass. The thin solids lines show the 25% and 75% percentiles of the distributions. The minimum
halo mass plotted is 102Mp, except in the case of c200 and λ, in which case the mass cut is at 103Mp, where Mp is the particle mass in the
simulation.
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The observed differences between the truncated and the
full nDGP runs are extremely small for halo center positions
(< 0.01%) and for halo peculiar velocities (< 0.05%). This
is expected as these halo properties are mostly sensitive to the
large-scale behaviour of the fifth force, which is less affected
by the truncations. An interesting consequence of this is that
quantities such as the halo power spectrum or halo peculiar
velocity statistics should be also barely affected by the trun-
cations. This means that, owing to our speed-up method, sim-
ulations of nDGP gravity can be used to produce, in a timely
manner, large dark matter halo catalogues that can be used in
different types of observational studies. These include stud-
ies of galaxy clustering via Halo Occupation Distribution [75]
and halo abundance matching techniques [76]; or the calibra-
tion of methods that are sensitive to halo peculiar velocities
such as estimations of the growth rate from Redshift Space
Distortions (RSD) [77, 78], the kinetic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
(kSZ) effect [79–82] or direct measurements of galaxy pe-
culiar velocities [83, 84]. Studies such as these have so far
lacked a nonlinear modelling of modified gravity that is as
thorough as that available for ΛCDM, precisely because of
the greater computational expense of modified gravity simu-
lations.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a method to improve the performance
of current N-body AMR simulations for modified gravity. In
previous works of such simulations, the equation of motion
of the scalar field that determines the fifth force is solved on
all refinement levels of the AMR structure using iterative al-
gorithms (cf. Sec. III A), which makes such simulations very
slow compared with ΛCDM simulations with the same size
and resolution. Our speed-up method is based on truncat-
ing these iterations in regions where the screening mechanism
suppresses the amplitude of the fifth force to a sufficiently
small value. The reason why this does not lead to a degraded
accuracy is because the error induced on the fifth force barely
propagates into the total force, since it represents only a small
modification to gravity in screened regions (cf. Eq. 23).
We have applied our method to simulations of nDGP grav-
ity, which employs the Vainshtein screening mechanism to
recover GR deep inside dark matter haloes. In this mecha-
nism, the efficiency of the screening in a given region is set
by the matter density, which is what directly determines if
a given AMR cell gets refined or not. Hence, in Vainshtein
screening models, there is a tight correlation between highly
screened and highly refined regions and our method can be
implemented by simply truncating the iterations of the scalar
field on all cells above a pre-specified AMR level. The sit-
uation is less straightforward for screening mechanisms with
environmental dependence, such as the Chameleon screening.
In these, it is not necessarily true that a highly-refined region
is screened (cf. Sec. III C), which requires generalizations to
the method implemented here. We stress, however, that the
principle behind the speed-up method that one can afford less
accurate fifth force solutions in screened regions remains valid
to all types of screening and that it is just the exact implemen-
tation of the method that is model dependent.
To illustrate the validity of the method, we implemented it
in the ECOSMOG N-body code, and ran test simulations using
a box with size L = 250 Mpc/h, Np = 5123 particles and
cell refinement criterion Nref = 4. For this box, the cells on
the domain (unrefined) level have a side of≈ 0.48 Mpc/h. To
measure the impact of different choices of the AMR level at
which to first truncate the scalar field iterations, we compared
a full nDGP run, in which the scalar field is iterated on all
AMR levels, with three nDGP runs where the iterations are
truncated on refinements whose cell size hc satisfies hc ≤
0.03 [Mpc/h], hc ≤ 0.12 [Mpc/h] and hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h]
(cf. Table I). We have also simulated a ΛCDM model and all
these simulations started from the same initial conditions. Our
main results can be summarized as follows:
• The mean relation between the amplitude of the total
force at particle positions and their refinement level is not vis-
ibly affected by any of the truncation criteria. In particular, in
all nDGP simulations, F5th decreases with the AMR level, l,
as expected (cf. Fig. 3).
• The impact of the speed-up method on the nonlin-
ear matter power spectrum is below the 1% level on scales
k . 5 h/Mpc, even for the most aggressive truncation crite-
rion hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h] (cf. Fig. 5). For 20 h/Mpc & k &
5 h/Mpc, the differences are larger but smaller than ≈ 2.5%,
which is comparable to the differences between different N-
body modified gravity codes [24]. The impact of the trunca-
tions becomes even smaller for z > 0 (cf. Fig. 5).
• The different truncated nDGP runs (including the
full one) predict essentially the same deviations to ΛCDM
for halo and subhalo number densities (cf. Fig. 6), halo
concentration- and spin-mass relations (cf. Fig. 6) and halo
profiles of the density and velocity dispersion (cf. Fig. 7).
• The mean relative difference of halo properties such as
mass, maximum circular velocity, concentration, spin, halo
center position and halo peculiar velocity in the truncated
nDGP runs to matched haloes in the full one never exceeds
≈ 3%. The differences in the positions of halo centers and
their peculiar velocities are found to be particularly small,
< 0.01% and < 0.05%, respectively. This means that the
truncation of the iterations should have a negligible impact on
the halo power spectrum and on RSD or kSZ studies.
• As it is the purpose of the development of this method,
the truncation of the scalar field iterations leads to a remark-
able improvement in the performance of the code (cf. Table I).
In particular, for the truncation criterion hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h],
the nDGP simulation becomes only ≈ 50% slower than
ΛCDM. This represents a boost in speed of approximately
a factor of 10 relative to the full simulation, whilst retaining
nearly the same cosmological results. This improved perfor-
mance relative to full simulations is expected to be even more
significant for higher particle resolutions.
Our method allows to push the size and resolution of sim-
ulation boxes of modified gravity up to levels that were pre-
viously hard to achieve due to limitations of computational
resources. For these higher resolution setups, a full simula-
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tion will not be available, since that would defeat the pur-
pose of running a truncated run in the first place. Conse-
quently, a natural question that arises is the choice of the
first refinement level above which the iterations can be trun-
cated. Our results suggest that a valid implementation of the
speed-up method requires only that the cell sizes of the first
truncated level are small enough (i.e., the density inside is
high enough) for the fifth force to be already sufficiently well
screened. A possible way to determine the first truncated level
is to compute the profile of Geff in NFW haloes, which can
be done analytically, and then find the radius rt, defined as
the radius where the fifth force drops below a given fraction
of the total force. The truncated levels could then be those
whose cell size is . rt. For instance, the rightmost ver-
tical dotted line in Fig. 1 is located at the value of rt that
would correspond to our most agressive truncation criterion
hc ≤ 0.24 [Mpc/h], for which Geff . {7%, 4%, 2%} for
M200 =
{
1012, 1013, 1014
}
M/h, respectively. These fig-
ures can serve as a guide for future higher resolution simula-
tions of the nDGP model that employ our speed-up method.
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